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                business 
 agility day

            

            
                The number one meeting place for decision-makers in agile!
                Business Agility Day brings together all roles, departments, professions, and levels necessary for a successful transformation, from CEO and executives to Finance and HR departments. 

Join us October 31, 2024, to gain valuable insights and actionable takeaways from leading companies such as UBS, Sunrise, Siemens, and many more. Network with esteemed agile pioneers and extend your agile reach.
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                        who
                    

                
                                    
                        Business Agility Day brings together all roles, departments, professions, and levels necessary for a successful transformation. All together to create organizations for the future.
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                        what
                    

                
                                    
                        Business Agility Day unites all roles, departments and levels needed for effective transformation, fostering future-oriented organizations. This approach enhances not only the success of your company’s transformation but also its speed and depth.


                    

                
            

        

        
            

                                    
                        why
                    

                
                                    
                        Staying ahead in the digital age is not only important, but crucial to an organization‘s survival. Organizations need to be able to produce innovation in much shorter time frames, but how?

The answer is Business Agility. Business agility is the ability of an organization to adjust to changes in the market and its environment in a rapid, productive, and cost-effective way.
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        Thomas Zurbuchen
        
            Former NASA, Head of ETH Zürich | Space
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        André Krause
        
            CEO
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        Roberto Fedele
        
            CIO
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        Thomas Süssli
        
            Chief of the Swiss Armed Forces
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        Volker Schmidt
        
            CITO
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        Pascale Wahl 
        
            Head of B2C Value Stream & Digitalization
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        Filipe Abrahao
        
            Head of Software Engineering
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        Bernd Rumscheid
        
            Head of Digital Solutions and Data in Finance Division and It Group Functions
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        Tommaso Tesone
        
            Head of Agility, Quality and Process
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        Cornelia Oppliger
        
            Head of People Management (Co-Lead)
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        Andreas Hüttmeir
        
            CoE Lead
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                    For whom is Business Agility Day?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    Business Agility Day, with the slogan 'Lead the Change,' is a dynamic conference designed to empower organizations for the future. Featuring breakout sessions for practitioners, C-level insights, and an exclusive executive dinner, the event covers topics ranging from the retrospective of 10 years of agile to the impact of data and AI on business agility. With expert, industry, and advisory boards guiding the discussions, attendees gain valuable insights and hands-on experience to shape agile organizations and improve generated value.

                

            

                    
                
                    Who is deciding on the topics?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    The program is selected by independent expert, industry and advisory boards of customer representatives and delivered by agile practitioners and experts. Content is selected to provide maximum benefit to participants through relevant topics, innovative insights, and clear, actionable takeaways. 

                

            

                    
                
                    When does the conference take place?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    Business Agility Day will be on October 31, 2024, from 7.15am to 5pm CEST, followed by informal drinks and networking.  

                

            

                    
                
                    Where does the conference take place?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    This in-person event will be held at: 

KONGRESSHAUS ZÜRICH
Claridenstrasse 5
Entrance K
8002 Zürich
Switzerland

                

            

                    
                
                    What type of tickets are available?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    Individual tickets are currently available. For more info about pricing, head to our Ticket Shop or drop us an email.

                

            

                    
                
                    What are this year's focus topics?
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    This year's focus topics include 
Retrospective of 10 years of agile / Future of Agility – agile is dead long live agility / Shape organizations / Fit for the Future / The Agile Leader / The Agile Organisation / Outcome orientation / Value creation / Impact of Data & AI on Business Agility - Agility in AI / Hands on: culture, people. Cases, ways of working, learnings, best practices
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                Contact us: info@businessagilityday.ch
            

            
                Business Agility Day c/o Xebia 

                Fraumünsterstrasse 16, 8001 Zürich
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        Wir verwenden Cookies, um Ihnen die optimale Nutzung unserer Webseite zu ermöglichen. Es werden für den Betrieb der Seite notwendige Cookies gesetzt. Darüber hinaus können Sie Cookies für Statistikzwecke zulassen. Sie können die Datenschutzeinstellungen anpassen oder allen Cookies direkt zustimmen. Zur Datenschutzerklärung
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